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   To Whom It May Concern

                GILDRED
Psycho Analytical Statement

This assessment analysis and conclusion came as a result of key elements, findings of acute dementia and methodological
behavioral patterns consistent with bipolar levels 1 & 2.

Assessing acute dementia is a very tenuous and long term process which often includes treatment, constant patient
assessment and could be near impossible if that individual is unwilling to corporate.

Mrs. Gildred's case is a combination of "Schizophrenia & Bipolar".

Timeline of these findings correlates with specific actions replicated over the periods early 2016 to late 2022.

They include:
Mrs. Gildred rammed SUV JEEP CHEROKEE into Las Ventanas Driveway smashing to disrepair an easily avoided Curb Side Wall. 
-She took pictures & -shared with -specific people including -Michael Foster. 
She describe her actions jokingly as: She was upset "Something about Tom buying her a Scooter & not her dream car.
Quote.."I hate driving this TRUCK". Mrs Gildred was alone in the Suv. 
Later in 2016: Mrs Gildred invited a man into her home several times, not with friends & she was alone with that man and
she further meet with that man at a hotel where she spent several hours alone with that man non of her friends was
invited to be with her while she was with that man.

Very late 2016 and early 2017 Mrs.
Gildred reconnected with that man.
She apologized for avoiding even to answer his phone calls and she also suggested to him that her Mr. Gildred also wants
to apologized to him.

On April 17, 2017 court papers filed in the New York Supreme Court by Mrs. Gildred at length defines herself as not
having an extramarital affair with the defendant in her lawsuit.
Mrs Gildred went on to claim a litany of brag adaptions inviting Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress &
defamation of her character.
Mrs. Gildred papers show she eventually settled that Law Suit. That lawsuit is currently in an appellate court and the
judge involved with her settlement agreement is accused of misconduct & bribery in an intake at the New York Southern
District Attorney General's office.

The above is clear combination of Schizophrenia & Bipolar.

Understanding these symptoms the man or any individual, friend of Mrs. Gildred or her husband Mr. Gildred all humanly
will agree that her case can only continue to worsen.

There is that irony a disclaimer "Schizophrenia/Bipolar if it's closely held a secret one's mental state of mind doesn't
matter.

Perhaps for Mrs. Gildred personal demeanor. 
That man Michael Foster however is a person who is an individual and one who hopes not to hide a dementia as
schizophrenia is never to be kept a secret neither bipolar. 

If you know of a Mrs. Gildred kindly offer your advise to get treatment
And do it soon.

Michael is not a Doctor of psychology.
However this assessment is not merely as a result of assumptions.
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